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usedPHP 5,000Like newPHP 6,000UsedPHP 5,999UsedPHP 6,500Usedkamiruizu.clutterPHP 9,000Like newPHP 6,500Well used So you're looking for a cheap PS Vita? Unfortunately, Sony shut down global production of the console in 2019, so it's practically impossible to find anything in stock right now - let alone a deal. It's even harder than finding
where to buy the PS5 - though you can make that a bit easier by following our PS5 restock live blog.Your only real option is to go second-hand, but many places are still charging a small fortune for these preowned or refurbished models. Nevertheless, we regularly sweep the net to find what prices are available today if you're desperate to buy a PS
Vita.It's a real shame that Sony stopped producing the PS Vita as it was a brilliant little handheld gaming console. At the time it was the most powerful and graphically impressive handheld we'd seen. But with the increasing capabilities of smartphones - not to mention the meteoric rise of the Nintendo Switch - dedicated handheld consoles fell out of
favour.Still, the PS Vita had a few terrific games, plus many forward-thinking features such as the ability to stream games from your PS4. But now, the PS Vita isn't much more than an odd curio and interesting collector's item - even if some games are still in development for it. At least Sony reversed their decision of shutting down the console's
digital store, so you can still buy games online if you decide to get the Vita second hand.Effectively, we're saying this PS Vita deals page is a little redundant in this day and age. Still, we're keeping it spinning while there are still some opportunities to buy one - no matter how small. You can check out the latest prices we've found just below.The
cheapest PS Vita pricesSony PS Vita Slim (2014) pricesThe PS Vita Slim was originally launched in 2014 with a number of subtle internal and external changes that were mostly welcome improvements. The design tweaks make for a more portable, comfortable system, although they did come at the expense of the OLED screen which was replaced
with a less vivid LCD. Aside from that, the handheld is around 20% slimmer than the original, bringing it down to 15mm. It's also 42g lighter, which you would notice immediately as soon as you pick the PS Vita Slim up. This is the version of the handheld that you're more likely to find if you're getting one second hand.Sony PS Vita (Original)
pricesThere are a few reasons why you might opt for the 2012 original PS Vita over the 2014 redesign if you can find it. Most importantly, it's every bit as powerful and plays all the same games. Plus, this version has a crisp OLED screen which is better than the LCD unit in the 2014 model. Admittedly this older model doesn't have the same
impressive battery life, but it all comes down to price and availability. If the 2014 model is priced reasonably and more readily available, we'd recommend you go for that one. If you manage to find a super cheap original model, though, you should strongly consider it. A lot of people play video games these days – they do not even know itat times. But it
is mainly done so on the ever growing number of smartphones and tablets. But ask yourself, should you settle for lesser video games on smartphones and tablets? The PlayStation Vita may be what you have always wanted, handheld video games console with impressive capabilities in both the features and graphics department. The PlayStation Vita
bring all of the goodness of a PlayStation console and puts in the palms of your hand. Enjoy proper gaming on the geo by letting yourself play all of the great games that have been developed exclusively only for the PlayStation Vita. Although the Vita was released many years ago, it still carries an effective punch with its steady library of games. New
levels of control Where the PlayStation Portable (PSP) and Nintendo handheld consoles lacked a dual-analog stick (or any analog stick at all), the PlayStation Vita has two analog sticks. That means its offering the same amount of controls as a standard PlayStation controller, sans two shoulder triggers. However, the handheld brings a unique
navigation method to the playing field: a touch-screen on the front display, and a rear touchpad. The two touch controls go together hand in hand to produce an intuitive control method for menu navigation as well as in-game – most especially so in the PlayStation exclusive TearAway game. Remote Play with your PlayStation Vita in Philippines
Undoubtedly one of the coolest features of your PlayStation Vita is Remote Play. Remote Play simply lets the PlayStation Vita act as a mobile display and control for the larger PlayStation 4 and PlayStation 3 consoles. The Vita integrates with the PlayStation 4 and PlayStation 3 so that it can stream games to the Vita, while all the processing stays on
the PlayStation consoles itself. Remote Play is convenient in the way that it allows the user to play PlayStation 4 and PlayStation 3 games on the go without having to be seated right at the front of the couch. It also comes into great use if someone else is using the television and you want to play your PlayStation 4; you can just stream games directly to
your Vita instead! Two different models of PlayStation Vita in Philippines The PlayStation Vita has two different models, the first generation one and the second generation PlayStation Vita Slim. The first version featured a gorgeous OLED display but in a much thicker body, whereas the Slim version opts for a more conventional LCD display in a
slimmer body and slightly better battery life. Sony Ps Vita - Original ₱ 6,500.00 Sony Ps Vita For Sale Or Swap ₱ 7,500.00 Sony Ps Vita Slim ₱ 7,000.00 Sony Ps Vita Slim Black 16Gb ₱ 6,500.00 Sony Ps Vita Slim With 4 Games ₱ 10,000.00 Sony Ps Vita 1000 Henkaku Jbreak ₱ 6,000.00 Sony Ps Vita Games Freedom Wars ₱ 600.00 Philippines Sony Ps
Vita Game - Uncharted Golden Abyss ₱ 1,000.00 Sony Mind Zero Ps Vita Game ₱ 850.00 Philippines Sony Ps Vita Games Disgaea 3 ₱ 1,000.00 Philippines Along with the release of the Sony PlayStation 4, Sony Philippines unveiled its new, lighter, and more compact version of the Sony PlayStation Vita, the Sony PlayStation Vita PCH-2000 (PS Vita
2000)! So what exactly makes the PS Vita 2000 different from its predecessor? The new PS Vita 2000 is 15% lighter and 20% thinner than its sibling, the PS Vita (PCH-1000). With the prominent reduction in size, the PS Vita 2000 has a more comfortable feel on the hand, providing optimal comfort to the user. Most of the innards, however, like the
Quad Core 2 GHz ARM Cortex A9 CPU, Quad-core PowerVR SGX543MP4+ GPU, and 512 MB of RAM are retained. Sony PS Vita 1000 (top) and Sony PS Vita 2000 (bottom) Having a hard time pressing the Home, Start and Select buttons? Sony definitely heard your call as it redesigned these buttons, giving it a more circular design that’s a lot easier
to press! There’s also a new status light on top of the new PS Vita to indicate charging and notifications. Both models sport a 0.3 MegaPixel camera in front and at the back The rear touchpad size has been slightly reduced; the grips on the back given a boost as to minimize accidental presses during gameplay. Ever wondered what that mysterious port
behind the plastic flap on 1000 was for? Well, you can say goodbye to that as Sony finally got rid of it. While the PS Vita 1000 utilized a 5-inch 960 x 544 pixel OLED display giving more vivid colors and better viewing angles, the PS Vita 2000 decided to replace it with a same sized 220 pixel per inch (ppi) LCD screen which has lower power
consumption therefore prolonging the device's battery life. The PS Vita 2000 totally scrapped the proprietary connection and charging method in favor of a way better micro USB Type B port. It also has a 1 gigabyte (GB) internal memory. Hurray for more storage! Released last January 14, the PS Vita 2000 is now available nationwide, comes in six
colors - namely, White, Gray, Yellow, Pink, Brown, and Black, and has an official suggested retail price of Php 11,999. Newer Post Older Post Metro Manila~Quezon City, Quezon City, Project 6
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